Abu Cardinal 33
This reel ultralight, was built by the ABU (Svangsta) in two versions:
- The first was produced from 1974 to January 1975.
- Second, from February 1975 to 1977.
In this article I want to tell you about the first version and its exclusivity that until now has been unknown to
the multitude of fans of this brand. I have to do a foreword to allow everyone to enjoy the features that will
be set out below.
The first version, it is very easily identifiable as the main difference is obvious. That is the shape of the end
of the bail, which is cone-shaped. Subsequently all the models will have the classic shape of half length.
The second discrepancy, more difficult to highlight, is internal, and regards the fixing of the connecting link.
It is the stop that lock the connecting link on the main shaft, the first version, mounts an original self-locking
lock ring with three points not categorized. Then this will be passed by a cheaper and faster system with
rewriting of the central pin, see photo. Having said this, the following explanation of the discovery by
comparing the bodies of the two versions, I realized that in the first, abu has used a type of processing that
in second version It was overcome by an improvement to the mold. It is in practice of a grinding operation
executed by the short side of the body, the side, to eliminate the seam track of the matrices. This surgery
modified the geometry of the reel, in fact, the sharp edges are more or less rounded compare to the next
version. In fact, in the second model, we can see, both the mold parting line, that the angle decidedly more
rounded. This detail will seems trivial, but in my opinion is very important, both for immediate identification
of the version, which, above all, to discover the frequent assemblies on the market.
However, fortunately,we can note the differences between the two versions from the sequential numbering
shown on the details.
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